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About SkillPlan
SkillPlan, a joint labour and management
initiative of the BC construction industry, was
established as a not-for-profit society in
March, 1991. The Council is the industry’s
response to an evolving workplace that
requires greater reading, writing, numeracy,
problem solving and oral communication
skills. SkillPlan believes that a solid
foundation of these skills is the VelcroTM to
which all other skills stick. We recognize that
these skills are part of an adult’s life not only
at work but in their unions and the wider
community.
Numeracy skills are an integral part of
success in trades. Heat and Frost Insulators and
sheet metal workers use geometry, trigonometry
and triangulation to draw patterns of both regular
and irregular shapes. Electricians use formulas to
carry out a number of different calculations
including energy loss, voltage drop, and actual
load on a service. Boilermakers measure and cut
materials using metric and Imperial
measurements. Refrigeration workers
calculate refrigeration requirements by
determining the transmission of heat gain
taking into consideration such factors as
conduction, type and thickness of insulation,
external architecture and ‘U’ factors. The list
is endless.

SkillPlan services to assist members include
providing tutors, study groups and classroom
presentations. A third-year carpentry apprentice
may need to refresh trigonometry skills. Another
member may be at a loss when it comes to
fractions. For yet another, the need may be to
learn about programming a scientific calculator.
Requirements vary and so do the responses. The
upgrading of essential skills supports individuals
who want to be able to make choices and be
successful. Individuals make up the pool of
resources available to unions and to the industry.
Everyone in the industry benefits from the highest
possible skill level of each individual. For more
information, visit SkillPlan’s internet website at
www.skillplan.ca

Numeracy is the
‘nuts and bolts’ in
construction
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Preface
Numeracy at Work is a rich collection of
examples of how numbers are used in the
worklife of a selected sample of Canadians. We
at SkillPlan have had the privilege of bringing this
collaborative work together to make a statement
about a view or concept of what it means to be
numerate.
Over the years, our viewpoint as workplace
educators has evolved through our experiences
coaching working adults to acquire or renew
numeracy skills. The impetus to share this
information became clearer in March 2000. At
that time, invited delegates met at a national
round table, Numeracy in 21st Century
Canada, at Queen’s University in Kingston,
Ontario. First on the agenda was discussion and
work around the concept of numeracy and the
attempts to develop workable definitions of it.
Since that time symposia, conferences, projects,
publications and classroom experience have
been bringing about a common view of
numeracy in Canada and internationally.
Our mandate and interest at SkillPlan is in
the broad range of essential skills. The
individuals, groups and organizations we serve
are dedicated, like we are, to success at work.
We have made a place in the community of
work. Our experience leads us to recognize
workplace education as important and worthy of
dedicated research and development. Along the
way, we acknowledge and respect the broader
field of literacy education and the diversity of
contributions made by our colleagues in many
areas. When the people we all serve do well, the
excitement and successes extend throughout the
workplace, family and community.
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Preface to the Second Edition
As editors we are pleased with the response
to Numeracy at Work, and to the opportunity to
take another look at the stories, descriptions and
activities contributed by so many people across
Canada. We have taken advantage of this
opportunity to review the chapters and have
made minor changes that clarify and correct.
An important addition to this edition is a
descriptive list of numeracy tasks, making them
similar in form to the reading text and document
use tasks listed for each chapter. The concept of
workplace numeracy encompasses mathematical
foundations but extends beyond mathematics to
include the observation, critical thinking and
problem solving that a worker uses to complete
tasks. The inclusion of Numeracy Tasks
Described in This Chapter, in the introduction
to each chapter and in Appendix 1, gives a more
complete picture.
Interest in a second edition of Numeracy at
Work reflects the increasing demand for
resources that support the work of instructors
and students who seek to incorporate actual
workplace tasks into their educational settings.
Once again, Human Resources Development
Canada has responded with financial assistance
for this publication. We appreciate their
leadership in this field.
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Numeracy: A New Understanding
Use of the word numeracy suggests a new
paradigm that is not limited to arithmetic,
that is different from mathematics and that is
useful when discussing what goes on at work.
Mathematician Richard Noss in his paper,
New Numeracies for a Technological Culture,
presented at the Institute of Education,
University of London, England in 1997,
provides a historical starting point for a
discussion on numeracy. He cites the
Crowther Report of 1959 which first coined
the word numeracy as:
“An understanding of the scientific
approach to the study of phenomena–observation, hypothesis, experiment, verification [
. . . ] ; the need in the modern world to think
quantitatively, to realize how far our
problems are problems of degree even when
they appear as problems of kind.” (1)
Noss goes on to describe the Crockcroft
report of 1982, a report on the teaching of
mathematics in schools as it relates to further
education and employment. Noss indicates a
concern about ‘culture of utility’ that is seen
in the UK and elsewhere. He quotes from the
Crockcroft (2) report, “Mathematics should
be taught to the extent that it is useful in the
workplace, and in adult life.” and further
describes findings of the report that indicate
many adults, in deskilled jobs, did not use
mathematics at work. Education policy
resulting from this report, and the climate
following, served to narrow and simplify the
teaching of mathematics as it applied to adult
life.
Noss makes a strong case for teaching
beyond isolated skills toward a more
theoretical mathematics. He speaks of “new
intellectual tools designed to make visible the
mathematics which lies beneath our social
and working lives.” (3)
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Participants at Numeracy in 21st Century
Canada at Queen’s brought out definitions of
numeracy that fit somewhere in between rote
skills or number recognition and ‘higher’
mathematics. Two significant initiatives have
influenced this understanding, the
International Adult Literacy Survey and the
Human Resources Development Canada,
Essential Skills Research Project.
The 1995 report of the International Adult
Literacy Survey (IALS) defined Quantitative
Literacy as:
“The knowledge and skills required to
apply arithmetic operations, either alone or
sequentially, to numbers embedded in printed
materials, such as balancing a chequebook,
figuring out a tip, completing an order form
or determining the amount of interest on a
loan from an advertisement.” (4)
In 1997, HRDC (Human Resources
Development Canada) in the Essential Skills
Research Project chose to blend labels and
concepts:
“Numeracy refers to the use of numbers
by workers in the occupational groups and
their requirement to think in quantitative
terms in order to complete tasks.” (5)
Numeracy at Work defines numeracy as:
“the quantitative skills needed to complete
tasks, acknowledging that in the work life of
Canadians these quantitative skills are
executed in concert with other essential
skills.”
Other definitions and constructs of
numeracy in the workplace continue to
evolve.
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International Adult Literacy Survey
Results by Country - Quantitative Scale
Percentage of Canadian adults
performing at Level 1 - 16.9%
The individual performs a single,
relatively simple operation
(usually addition) for which
either the numbers are already
entered onto the given document
and the operation is stipulated,
or the numbers are provided.
Complexity moves to Level 2 for
a subtraction calculation that
involves regrouping numbers.

Percentage of Canadian adults
performing at Level 2 - 26.1%
Tasks in this level typically require
individuals to perform a single
arithmetic operation (frequently
addition or subtraction) using numbers
that are easily located in the text or
document. The operation to be
performed may be directly inferred
from the wording of the question or the
format of the material (for example, a
bank deposit or an order form).
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Switzerland (Ger.)
United States
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Figure 1 - Distribution of Numeracy by Country. IALS, 1996
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Numeracy Matters
The first and subsequent International
Adult Literacy Surveys (IALS) provide
somewhat startling evidence that numeracy
matters both to individuals ages 16 to 65 and
to the economic well-being of the countries
they live in.
What seems surprising is an apparent
dearth of numeracy skills. According to the
survey, 43% of Canadians between the ages
of 16 and 65 have an 80% probability of
performing tasks correctly at Levels 1 and 2.
(See Figure 1, Distribution of Numeracy by
Country) These are tasks that require a single
arithmetic operation, such as addition or
subtraction, using numbers that are easily
located in the text or document.
The majority of Canadians are less likely
to solve quantitative problems involving
multiple steps, inferring the operation needed
or identifying the correct quantities to use in
the calculation. Levels 4 and 5 at the other
end of the scale are only achieved by 4.7% of
Canadians. Questions at this level required
individuals to look, for example, at a table
providing nutritional analysis of food and
then, using the information given, determine
the percentage of calories in a Big Mac® that
comes from the fat content.
What is not surprising is the link between
literacy, numeracy and employment. By
comparing how individuals score in terms of
level with the number of weeks employed
and income, there is a clear relationship
between skills and achieving and maintaining
employment. According to Scott Murray,
Statistics Canada:
“Literacy is strongly correlated with life
chances and use of opportunities. While the
processes that lead to this result are certainly
complex, there can be no doubt about its
importance to employment stability, the
incidence of unemployment, and income.
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Moreover, in most countries the structural
adjustment that is reducing the economic
prospects of adults with low literacy levels is
far from complete. Therefore, those with low
literacy levels will have even fewer
opportunities in the future.” (6)
For workers, lack of numeracy has
economic consequences. For Canada, our
collective numeracy matters. Our contribution is this resource but it is only a starting
place. We invite educators at every level to
use these materials to promote a more
numerate Canada.
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A Workplace Education Perspective
After ten years of tutoring hundreds of
building trades members and participating in
extensive workplace research, SkillPlan
workplace educators are beginning to
understand more about numeracy; what the
elements are and what we can do to facilitate
better learning strategies.
Many of the individuals who seek tutoring
assistance are faced with an apprenticeship exam
in any one of 16 building trades areas. Exam
questions require understanding of math
fundamentals that vary from decimal placement
to using a formula to find the lateral surface area
of a frustum. Repeatedly, we observe the
struggle in moving from theory to application. A
third year apprentice carpenter may have some
stored memory of trigonometry from high school
days, usually some ten years in the past, but
recalling the operations is not nearly the
challenge that applying the operation presents.
Many adults faced with solving workplace
number problems don’t know where to start,
which numbers to use and what a reasonable
answer might be. Even operations such as
calculating the area of surfaces can be
problematic, not because the answers are
incorrect, but because the method of arriving at
the answer is time consuming. In other words,
there does not seem to be a cognitive awareness
of efficiencies of method. Converting and
navigating between measurement systems is an
ongoing challenge in Canada. Materials may be
ordered using one system and cut, formed and
installed using the other. As every educator
knows, actual mathematical operations skills
are only part of the picture and the processes
of mathematics are rarely neat and tidy. Most
workers face tasks using numbers embedded
in the contextual texts of their work environment.
Within the cultures of various workplaces,
strategies have been developed that make quick
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and accurate applications of skills possible. In
reviewing the contributions for Numeracy at
Work, we were again impressed by the ingenuity
and practicality of these strategies. We hope the
chapters reflect the varied context of workplaces
and the holistic nature of numeracy.
While our context began and continues in the
construction industry, we have been fortunate to
add a research perspective that is expanding our
experience to include hundreds of occupations
spanning nearly every sector.

Lessons Learned from
Workplace Research
Essential Skills Research conducted
between 1996 and 1998 examined the
numeracy tasks of workers through extensive
interviews with job incumbents. Over 6000
workers were interviewed in 200 occupation
classifications. From a researcher’s point of
view, the experience of speaking directly to
job incumbents and observing their work
activities has led to some interesting
observations that should influence how we
design effective instruction.
•

Most workers did not always see the math
within a task. The focus was on getting
the job done. Tasks required an
integration of skills.

•

Data analysis was used by many workers
simply because it was available.
Computers track and report in every
conceivable work setting.

•

Measuring ranges from rudimentary to
sophisticated and involves using an
expansive list of measuring tools. Did you
know that inspectors use ultrasound graphs
to measure flaws in aluminium ingots?
Introduction

•

Accuracy matters. Mistakes affect
production and in some cases, can cause
accidents.

•

There is a time limit. It is not enough to
just get the right answer to a calculation.
The method used to arrive at the right
answer is scrutinized for efficiency. The
pressure to produce more with increasing
attention to quality is a fact of business
economics.

•

Workers actively incorporate mechanisms
so that they won’t have to calculate.
Development of job aids or estimation is
a practical response to demands of time
and accuracy.
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Many of the observations and perceptions
have been born out during the development of
Numeracy at Work. The publication reflects a
small part of the work lives of twenty people.
These workers were willing to separate out
essential numeracy skills from the complexity of
their daily tasks and describe them for the
contributors. Many workers, however,
mentioned that these were just examples, that
not only do the numbers change in different
circumstances, but the processes do too. They
noted a multitude of factors and variables that
influence the numeracy tasks and make it
imperative that they have an understanding
beyond the basic foundation skills they use each
day.
Essential skills research has provided a
framework for this collection. The
experiences of the contributors, the workers
and workplace educators, give an insight into
real life numeracy situations. In our
experience, adult educators and teachers are
enthusiastic about providing transferable
employability skills for their students. We hope
that this collection will provide a resource that is
unique and interesting for professionals and
learners alike.
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The Content Framework
During the Essential Skills Research
Project, workers were asked about how they
used numerical calculation and their
responses were categorized and rated in five
themes or application settings. Tasks have
been given complexity levels ranging from 1,
least difficult, to 5, most complex. See
Appendix 4 for more information about
complexity levels. While Numeracy at Work
presents a range of complexity levels, it has
not been designed to address occupational
requirements or to parallel sequential
curricula. It is instead presented with aids to
assist teachers and instructors who are
interested in using these applied work
activities to enrich what they do.
The editors have selected chapters that best
fit each application setting. Like so much of what
happens at work, skills are integrated. Some
applications may overlap. Our emphasis is on
representing the multiplicity of work tasks rather
than risking misrepresentation through isolation
or over classification of math skills.
As workplace educators, we offer this
collection as a conduit to the workplace.

Money Math
These are tasks that involve
financial transactions such as
handling cash, preparing bills
or making payments.
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Scheduling or Budgeting
and Accounting Math
These are tasks that
involve managing time
and money as resources,
planning and monitoring
their use, assessing best
value or reducing waste.
Measurement and
Calculation Math
These are tasks that
involve measuring and
describing the physical
world.
Data Analysis Math
These tasks involve the
analysis of numerical data.

Numerical Estimation
These tasks involve any
estimation that results in a
number.
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Instructional Settings
How can Numeracy at Work be used in
instructional settings? Here are some ideas that
have been suggested to us by K to 12 teachers,
ABE and technical instructors.
Numeracy at Work provides:
• practice opportunities as a supplement to
curriculum. With practice, comes skill
growth. Numeracy at Work provides
materials for an applied approach to support
curriculum concepts.
•

•

•

reinforcement and support for curriculum
topics. Real world examples reinforce the
importance of what is being taught in
instructional settings. Learners may have little
experience in which to relate math concepts
to applications.
evaluation of transfer of learning. To move
from theoretical concept to application
involves the integration of skills and requires
the confidence that comes from practice.
challenge assignments for high achievers. In
group instructional situations, high achievers
can be assigned chapters to enhance core
curriculum.
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•

career exploration for identified goals. Many
adults and some youth have career paths
clearly in focus. The occupations described
may challenge or confirm appropriate skill
levels that will be needed for success in these
chosen occupations.

•

opportunities to build confidence. Some
adults in learning programs have work
experience or aspire to the occupations
described. Building on the strengths of adults
is fundamental to learner-centered education.

•

career research. While numeracy
applications are the subject of each chapter,
the activities are typical of workplace tasks
associated with specific occupations.
Learners have an opportunity to simulate
work experiences.

•

group projects for building teamwork and
mathematical thinking. The activities and
the suggestions found in Exploring
Numeracy Further are designed to
generate discussion about the thinking
involved in completing workplace tasks.

xiii

Navigating the Collection
Appendix 2, Math Foundations by
Chapter, and Appendix 3, Mathematical
Foundations are important resources for
teachers and instructors who are fitting activities
into prescribed curriculum.
Appendix 2 is a composite of the math
foundations compiled from the clipboard
found in each of the twenty chapters. Listings
allow teachers, instructors and individuals to
identify and compare chapters where the
same skills are used.
Appendix 3 more fully describes what is
included in the topic headings used in
Appendix 2. This lengthier appendix is taken
from the Readers’ Guide to the Essential Skills
Profiles which can be downloaded from Human
Resources Development Canada’s website
developed for Essential Skills.

Chapter Features
1. About this Chapter
Each chapter begins with an overview of the
workplace setting, tasks and numeracy
activities that are highlighted in the chapter.
2. Numeracy Tasks Described in This
Chapter
The concept of numeracy often goes far
beyond the skills of mathematics. A short list
of numeracy tasks as they are described in
the chapter focuses attention on the worker’s
perspective.
3. Contributors
A note about the contributor acknowledges
the individuals involved in developing this
chapter.
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4. Clipboard - Skills used in the Chapter
Math Foundations are categorized and
cross referenced in Appendix 2. Math
foundations may be described in the story
but are not listed on the clipboard unless the
learner uses the skill to complete the
activities. Appendix 3 contains an extensive
description of Mathematical Foundations
with examples of applications in workplaces
Reading Text and Document Use identify
elements described in Appendix 5. The
activities in every chapter require the
integration of essential skills. The
clipboard list includes document use and
reading text skills featured in the chapter
and used to complete the activities. These
lists describe the features that contribute
to the difficulty of finding and using
information. Refer to the Readers’ Guide
(www.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/essentialskills) for
more detailed information.
5. The “Story”
This section of the chapter is not the whole
story but has been tailored to feature the
numeracy aspect of workplace tasks. While
the objective of demonstrating applications
has been met, a disclaimer of sorts needs to
be stated. Jobs involve many more skills than
can be described here. Situations too are
more complex than they appear and may not
describe all of the economic or social factors
that make tasks more or less difficult.
This part of the chapter is intended to be
authentic to the person telling the story. It is
not necessarily representative of others in the
occupation, company or industry. The
worker explains the workplace task, why
they need to solve a problem and how they
do it.
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6. Activities
In Activities, the work task described is
mimicked. This format allows the learner
or teacher to ‘talk through’ the problem
using parallel reasoning.
7. Exploring Numeracy Further
This section may include three types of
information. One type is more information
about this work setting which adds to the
richness of the application. Some chapters
include a review of some skills used in the
chapter. These brief explanations are
intended to be prompts for memory or

learning aids but do not replace a sequential
curriculum. A third type of information that
may be included in this section is suggestions
and ideas for related activities.
8. Answer Key
The Answer Key includes answers to the
Activities and are boxed for quick
identification. The key also provides a
breakdown of the task into steps. The steps
are intended to review the thinking process
and may be used to correct answers and,
more importantly, to encourage discussion
about the thinking process.

As professionals, you will know how to best use the stories
and activities included in Numeracy at Work. The loose leaf
binder format is an invitation to photocopy. We believe that real
workers doing real tasks will reinforce the value of skills taught
in math classes, allowing learners to test their quantitative
understanding, and helping them to learn about how numeracy
skills contribute to employment.
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